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Los drivers suelen venir en el disco de instalaciÃ³n del telÃ©fono, dentro de la tarjeta de memoria o
bien con LG PC suite, si ninguna de las opciones funciona entonces solo habrÃ¡ que ejecutar LG
B2CApp para tener acceso a los drivers o manules de usuario del telÃ©fono.
Como descargar drivers USB para telÃ©fonos LG | Tecnificado
This article may require cleanup to meet Wikipedia's quality standards. The specific problem is:
Some bits need tidying up Please help improve this article if you can.
Samsung Galaxy Grand - Wikipedia
The Samsung Galaxy S5 is an Android smartphone produced by Samsung Electronics. Unveiled on
24 February 2014 at Mobile World Congress in Barcelona, Spain, it was released on 11 April 2014
in 150 countries as the immediate successor to the Galaxy S4.
Samsung Galaxy S5 - Wikipedia
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